In an endeavor to remove the formal stiffness of its previous functions the government of the Committee will tonight present the Tech Circus to be held in the Engineering Building at 8:00 o'clock.

At some time the Class of 1906, a re-election, picked as members of the Committee John C. Antin, Richard A. Denton, William E. DuPont, Charles H. Kilman, and Fletcher P. Thornton. Alternates are Melvin S. Brown, Jr., Lawrence Teteris, and John D. Gardner.

Only 510 Vote Only 510 valid votes were cast in the Referendum election. Of these, 346 were in favor of the vote to permit the Tech Circus to be held, and 264 were in favor of the vote to cancel the Beaver Key Dance which was to be held after the Harvard-Tech football game.

The Banjo Club will open the program at 8:00 sharp with the song "Hallelujah," followed by an arrangement of "Thou Shalt Be True" of the Technical Symphony Orchestra.

Inexpensive VARIETY FEATURED by MUSICAL CLUBS

Paul St. Regis Orchestra will Entertain Following The Concert

Dr. Allan Winter Rowe

AN EDITORIAL

WITII the passing of Dr. Allan Winter Rowe, Technol-

yg has lost one of its most distinguished alumni and one of its most loyal friends. His untimely death has brought to an end a career of notable service to science, to his Alma Mater, and to his community, but the institutions he has developed will exist as long as there is athletics competition at the Institute. Although he was eminent as a scientist and an educator, Dr. Rowe will probably be best remembered by the faculty and students here for his unfailing activity in the Alumni Association and for his successful efforts to develop the ideal collegiate system of athletics at Technology.

At a time when it was the widespread tendency for colleges and universities to degrade the original purpose of athletics by commercialism and dishonest practices, Dr. Rowe’s far-reaching contributions for the greater good of the athletic community are well known from his activities as secretary of the Advisory Council on Athletics which he organized and directed. Through his influence, varsity football, with its attendant evils, was never revived at the Institute after its abandonment at the time of athletic examinations. The same phenomenon occurs but at a much reduced degree of magnitude.
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By Long Distance telephone, a sales executive
recently "covered" more than 153,600 miles in three business days. He spent a total of eight hours in talking with his agents in 194 cities—using Sequence Calling Service. This service enables subscribers to place with the Long Distance operator any number of calls on which they wish to talk consecutively. Connections are completed rapidly with a minimum wait between calls. Sequence Calling is just one of the many services developed to gear the telephone more and more closely to business needs.

DR. ALLEN WINTER ROWE
(Continued from Page 1)
expressed in the perpetual maintenance of the athletic system on the high, unimpassible plane at which he is left in. By this means, the ideals of manhood and sportsmanship which his life has exemplified will become the heritage of all future generations of Technol-
logy students.
PROFESSOR WILLETT DISCUSSES WEATHER AT GRADUATE DINNER

Guest Of Graduate House Talks On "Forecasting"

MYSTERIES AND DIFFICULTIES OF WEATHER FORECASTING
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FOREIGN STUDENTS DISCUSS LAUGHBUSTS

PLAY WILL BE "POOR AUBREY"
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College Magazine Association Features Article

Of Last Year
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C O D D DISCUSSES MUNITIONS FACTS

Will Address Students And Faculty In Room 5309

This Afternoon

Speaking On "America's Munitions Situation," A. C. Dodd, editor of the magazine "Army Ordnance," will address a gathering of students and faculty in room 5309 at 4 o'clock tomorrow afternoon, in connection with the Army Ordnance Magazine Association's annual convention, which has as its objective the nationalization of the munitions industry.

As editor of "Army Ordnance," Mr. Dodd has acquired national prominence on the munitions front. He has editorially expressed the hope that the nationalization idea will be realized.

In his lecture Mr. Dodd will bring to the fore the principles of the Army Ordnance Association, a national organization of American citizens pledged to industrial preparedness, in the manner of the nation's strongest guarantee of industrial preparedness. The function of this organization is assisting in affecting the nationalization issue.

Mr. Dodd's interest in munitions is closely connected with the technical superiority of the nation's munitions industry, which he considers the highest interest in design of ordnance material, production control, ordnance and engineering, as well as in the development of personnel.
Associates Praise Dr. Rowe; Express Regret of Death

In the death of Dr. Allan Winter Rowe, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology has lost a very helpful and generous alumnus. His untiring help at all times in his work for those organizations or activities to which he has devoted his entire time and energy.

Our feeling of loss is intensified by the suddenness of his passing. In the very beginning of his life, he had made it his aim to be the most important of his life—"Professor rows"—as popularly known.

Allan Winter Rowe—polished graduate, accomplished scholar in a difficult field of research, champion of clean amateur athletics, and devoted secretary of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. His kindred nature gave color to every Institute gathering, helping to set a standard for world culture to all who knew him, and a standard of independent thought.

He was a member of the Institute undergraduate class of 1916. The Alumni Association will not forget his untiring help at all times in his work for the athletic organizations or activities to which he has devoted his entire time and energy.

Our feeling of loss is intensified by the suddenness of his passing. In the very beginning of the International Year of Physics, his untiring help at all times in his work for those organizations or activities to which he has devoted his entire time and energy.

Dr. Allan Winter Rowe, professor of physics, and a member of the Alumni Council for 54 years, President of the Alumni Association for 6 years, and a member of the Alumni Council ever since its inception in 1890. In all of these capacities he was unflagging, his contributions unique and invaluable. During his presidency he made visits to Alumni Clubs and as such the Association's work was greatly increased. The officers of the Association relied on him with confidence, found him always ready to help, to move him as a gallant fighter, to help us in our work for the Association.

His Concept of True Sport

His stated principles of conduct which today are widely known by those who knew him, and those who knew his work for the Association and the Institute, is a model of youth for this country.

The picture above is the last picture known to be taken of Dr. Allan Winter Rowe, who died yesterday. It was taken at the Field Day exercises October 30th, while Dr. Rowe was speaking at the dedication of the new Barbuda field house.

Technical FRATERNITY MAIN FUND DEAD TUESDAY

(Continued from Page 1)

The department Monday evening, a dance which follows other statements of the death. No reason has been advanced why the fiftieth consecutive edition should be the last.

"In addition to being one of the students of high rank in the Architect-Engineering Department (his rating is over 4.90), he was liked and respected by teachers as well as students."

As a token of this esteem, thirty members of White's class have a bouquet of roses to the funeral.

HOME FOR THE CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY?
Will handle your baggage QUICKLY and ECONOMICALLY

Don't spoil the thrill of getting home again by worrying about the shipment of your baggage. Solve the problem by leaving everything to Railway Express. We will call for your trunk, baggage and personal belongings and send them-speedily-freight or express when faster service is more logical. You can take your train home with a peace of mind—knowing that your luggage, whether fast passenger or freight, with the help of the Railway Express service company. We give a receipt on pick-up and take a receipt on delivery...double proof of service. Call us. We are anxious to handle your presents to your family and friends by Railway Express.

For service or information merely call or telephone

Emil Wing, North Sta., Lafayette 5500, Boston, Mass.

DR. A. W. ROWE DIES YESTERDAY P. M.

Was Secretary Of The Advisory Council On Athletics At Institute

(Continued from Page 1)

Another great sportswoman from Massachusetts Institute of Technology has missed the Institute's celebration of its 95th anniversary.

"By precept and example he instilled, developed, and encouraged clean amateur athletics, an activity which is the sound basis of all education. In a word, he conceived and advocated those principles of conduct which today are widely known by those who knew him, and those who knew his work for the Association and the Institute, is a model of youth for this country.

"Not the quarry but the chase makes man, not the act of killing but the will to kill," were the words of Dr. Rowe.

MUSIC CLUBS FEATURE VARIETY ENTERTAINMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

You," and will conclude their part of the program with "Take Me to the Moon Love Song."

The Bach Double Concerto in D Major for two violins and violas. The upper strings, solo violin, and Edward Cahn, '29, and Justin Shapiro, '36, accompanied by Miss Mildred Biegeleisen.

Today in this program will be selections by a newly formed orchestra, "Old Bach" and "The Beethoven Overture" by Ives. The orchestra is the "Cornettos" Returning to a more serious type of music, the Orchestra conducted by Allen Cranleigh, '29, will render "In- termezzo" from Cavalleria Rusticana and the overture from Rossini's "William in Algiers."

A Musical Interlude with Bernard Whitman, '29, will precede the finals with the Glee Club singing "Take Me Back to Tech" and "The Stein Song." The master of ceremonies will be T. E. Compton, Misses, Mrs. R. T. Jope, Mrs. Leicester Hamilton, and Mrs. Ralph E. Hamilton, "In keeping with the occasion the orchestra will play a different melody each year, most conducive to the youthful spirit. The students in the orchestra will cost $2 per hour. The cost will be $2 per hour."

Spectacular, green peas, tea, and apple were the most popular vegetables at Harvard according to a survey. Spinach, green peas, tea, and apple were the most popular vegetables at Harvard according to a survey. Spinach, green peas, tea, and apple were the most popular vegetables at Harvard according to a survey.

The picture above is the last picture known to be taken of Dr. Allan Winter Rowe, who died yesterday. It was taken at the Field Day exercises October 30th, while Dr. Rowe was speaking at the dedication of the new Barbuda field house.

Dr. Rowe was a member of the staff of the Boston Psychopathic Hospital since its foundation in 1910, and since 1921 had been trustee of the late Professor T. W. Richards.

"In addition to being one of the students of high rank in the Architect-Engineering Department (his rating is over 4.90), he was liked and respected by teachers as well as students."

As a token of this esteem, thirty members of White's class have a bouquet of roses to the funeral.

Isn't Xmas Shopping enough to faze a man?

specially a CO-LEGEman with exams in the off-}

ing, and a budget on hand.

FILEN'S CLOTHES-INSTITUTE-SERVICE-BUREAU! TO Your Rescue!

We'll do all or little for you—as you wish! Like to shop but need help? Miss Weissman or one of her able assistants will go with you and point out the best bets in this big Filene universe of Xmas gifts. Or if you hate to shop at all, we can do it for you. We tell you how much to spend and leave the rest to us. We'll select and send you your gifts quickly at short notice—even wrap them festively and deliver them to you personally. (To save time, phone 21-1050 and tell us in a few words what you want. You're welcome to drop in personally— we're on the fourth floor of The Franklin-Haven Building.)

The picture above is the last picture known to be taken of Dr. Allan Winter Rowe, who died yesterday. It was taken at the Field Day exercises October 30th, while Dr. Rowe was speaking at the dedication of the new Barbuda field house.

"Not the quarry but the chase makes man, not the act of killing but the will to kill," were the words of Dr. Rowe.

The table above is the last picture known to be taken of Dr. Allan Winter Rowe, who died yesterday. It was taken at the Field Day exercises October 30th, while Dr. Rowe was speaking at the dedication of the new Barbuda field house.

"In addition to being one of the students of high rank in the Architect-Engineering Department (his rating is over 4.90), he was liked and respected by teachers as well as students."

As a token of this esteem, thirty members of White's class have a bouquet of roses to the funeral.

Filene's, Copley Place, Boston, Mass.
We know that smoking a pipe is different from smoking a cigarette ... and in trying to find the tobacco best suited for pipes ...

We found out that the best tobacco for use in a pipe grows down in the Blue Grass Section of Kentucky, and it is called White Burley. There is a certain kind of this tobacco that is between the tobacco used for cigaretes and the kind that is used for chewing tobacco.

This kind of tobacco that we use, year after year, for Granger Rough Cut. We got the right pipe tobacco, made it by the right process ... Wellman's Process ... we cut it right ... rough cut.

The big Granger flakes have to burn cool and they certainly last longer, and never gum the pipe.
STARTING TEAM NAMED

Freshman Art Melchion, 6th year athlete, was selected by his team to pilot them through the 1934-35 hockey season. Melchion, a resident of Winnetka, Que., is the first player to be named to his team in the new fictional period, Princeton at Nassau tomorrow, De- 

The new captain, elected to replace the retiring Jack Steiger, is a resident of Winnetka, Que. He has played hockey for the past four years and is expected to be a valuable addition to the Princeton Tigers' lineup. The 6th year athlete will probably see action against the Princeton Tigers Saturday, and Thursday mornings, next week. He is the third aggregation to start the ball rolling this week as the Princeton Tigers will face the Harvard Crimson tomorrow. This week seems to be a big one as far as the starting of various sports are concerned. Squash got under way at the freshman athletic club and the varsity and junior varsity clubs meet tonight in the gym. The faculty team was more fortunate, winning its first contest of the season in Class C of the State Interclub Squad Racquet League.

SPORTS COMMENT

Still another group of athletes to inaugurate its season tomorrow is the Tech hoopmen. With their newly elected leader, Dave Mathias, the freshman athletic club will go on the offensive this week. Coach Jay Ricks ought to be able to uncover some promising material among the new faces that have been enrolled in the Tech varsity basketball squad.

This week seems to be a big one as far as the starting of various sports are concerned. Squash got under way at the freshman athletic club and the varsity and junior varsity clubs meet tonight in the gym. The faculty team was more fortunate, winning its first contest of the season in Class C of the State Interclub Squad Racquet League.

COACH OWEN TO SELECT A STARTING TEAM

Coach George Owen will select his first team of regulars next Monday when his charges step up against the Princeton Tigers at Nassau, N. J. The men he has been chosen to make up the team are: freshmen, from left to right: (b) Capt. Matthew, (c) Van Patten, (d) Forsburg and (e) Gedney; second row: (f) Yorkin, (g) Redly, (h) Cohen, (i) Leman and Coach Owen.
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FINALS OF ALL TECH WRESTLING MEET TO BE CONCLUDED TODAY

The annual wrestling classic, which attracted Wednesday afternoon-provided several major events and on the top three brought to light some very surprising results. The hosts, eight usually resulted. Not all in best form and awkwardly go the full time since the men were not all in best form and outstandingly was easily resolved.

The major upset of the day was避免ed by Newton Peyton, a fresh-

All in best form and awkwardly go the full time since the men were not all in best form and outstandingly was easily resolved.

First Indoor Track Handicap Meet Held

Jenkins Awarded Straight T

Other Cross Country Awards Announced

With indoor track practices having started this week, Coach Holland will run off the first handicap meet on the boards on Saturday afternoon. Many of the men have already signed up in the different events and excellent competition should result in the opening event of the winter season.

The 60 yard dash, the 60 yard low hurdles, 2 and 8 lap races will be on the list of events. In the "hurdle" dash that is planned, the broad jump and the high jump will be等内容。

Of the match he came very near being put down by Nicholson. However, he made a game come-back and at the end of 1 minute and 24 seconds he had put Nicholson down. The final result was

12 lb. class: Millin and Torrance.

The Tech Football Team Faces Theta Chi in Final Game

Newfound Confidence on Victory Against Fisk, Light-Frisbee Team

The Tech football team will go in for the last time this year when they match up against the Theta Chi team on Friday morning on the Tech Field. The same team that saw action last Sunday against the Walla Walla Whippets will take the field again.

To date Theta Chi team has won two games, lost one and last one and will be on trial for another victory. The novelty will have the advantage over the fraternity men in that they have played together before.

However the Theta Chi team has held a few practices sessions and boasts of a number of former high school athletes and is confident that they can handle the light novice team. With Rober, who played with his prep school team will call the signals for the Greeks with Price, Ihmels and Forman aiding him in the backfield. The boys will be composed of Fitch and Van Dort at ends, Fisk and Chip and at the tackle positions, Hunt, Sharp, and Kemp at guard, and Ewald at the center.

Jenkins was awarded a straight T for the second successive week in the cross country team, it was announced at the meeting of the Advisory Council of the A.A. Tuesday afternoon. Other awards, the Tc were given to John Henry Guerke, William Bates, Wendell Fitch, and Eugene Cooper.
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THE TECH

Friday, December 7

4:00—Ordeance Talk on Munitions, Room 5-230.
7:00—Holy Cross Debate on Munitions, North Hall, Walker Memorial.
8:30—Combined Musical Club Christmas Concert, Walker Memorial.

Sunday, December 9

10:00—Football Game, THE TECH vs. Theta Chi, Tech Field.

Monday, December 10

8:00—Electrical Engineering Colloquium, Room 10-250.
8:00—Play for Foreign Students, Rogers Building.

TECH HOOPMEN OPEN AGAINST CRIMSON FIVE

(Continued from Page 6)

spite of errors playing and poor passing. However, this victory should give them an edge over Tech. Jim Grady and Bill Gray are the Crimson stars of the game.

Jim Obrien are expected to star for the Crimson. As it has already been mentioned in this column that he occupies a key position in this age of mechanization, and that he is willing to carry out the duties incumbent on one of Technology's social highlights, declared Louis Plush, '35, Chairman of the Dance Committee.

MUNITIONS MONOPOLY SUBJECT AT DEBATE

(Continued from Page 2)

The subject under debate is as follows:Resolved: That the Massachusetts Munitions Monopoly is an evil which should be abolished.

OuSe AboRDE OF PRIZE FOR EDITORIAL CONTENT

(Continued from Page 8)

name approved and would relieve chil-

There is, however, no reason to believe that the company will be able to maintain the monopoly for any length of time. The demand for munitions is so great that any attempt to restrict production would only result in an increase in price. The only way to reduce the cost is to increase production and lower prices. This can be done by reducing overhead costs and improving efficiency. The company should be encouraged to do this rather than allowed to maintain a monopoly.

THE TECH

You can tell

There's something about the fragrance and aroma of a Chesterfield that is pleasing... and different

the cigarette that's MILDER, the cigarette that TASTES BETTER.